MOSOLF Group wanted to make network services available to customers reliably, with high performance and low cost. The company implemented Aruba architecture across its entire network, including its head office. The centrally-managed network is helping to improve security and reduce the time to identify any network errors.

MOSOLF now has an integral network that is properly configured and managed entirely centrally. This increases security and reduces the time to identify errors.
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Aruba Wi-Fi + Central powers Industry 4.0 at manufacturing enterprise with millions of square feet across 22 countries worldwide

**REQUIREMENTS**
- Reliable, high performance network to provide services to customers
- Coherent configuration processes
- High-performance hardware, modular (scalable) components

**SOLUTION**
- Aruba 5406R and 5412R Core switches
- Aruba 2930F and 2930M Edge switches
- WLAN planned as next stage in select locations

**OUTCOMES**
- Centrally-managed network improves security
- Network errors identified and resolved quicker
- High performance, unified network with possibilities for future evolution
- Long-term cost reduction